Abstract-Although principal components transformations on remotely sensed multispectral data often produce components that show decreasing image quality with increasing component number, there are numerous examples, especially among aircraft scanner data, where this is not the case. This has led us to define a new trans€ormation, known as the maximum noise fraction (MNF) transformation, which always produces new components ordered by image quality. It can be shown that this transforniation is equivalent to principal components when the noise variance is the same in all bands and that it reduces to a multiple linear regression when noise is in one band only. Noise can be effectively removed from multispettral data by transforming to the MNF space, smoothing or rejecting the most noisy components, and then retransforming to the original space. In this way much more intense smoothing can be applied to the MNF components with high noise and low signal content than could be applied to each band of the original data. The MNF transformation requires knowledge of both the signal and noise covariance mhtrices. Except whbn the noise is in one band only, the noise covariance matrix needs to be estimated. One procedure for doing this is discussed and examples of cleaned images are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION RTNCIPAL components (PC) transformations have
P become a standard tool for the compression and enhancement of remotely sensed multispectral data (e.g., [1]-[3] ). It has been noted [1]-[3] that the high betweenband correlation that often exists in multispectral data can lead to a compression of image information into the loworder principal components. This compression is manifested as a steadily decreasing signal-to-noise ratio as the PC number increases. Although this trend is almost always observed with Landsat data, we and others [4] have found a number of cases where airborne thematic mapper (ATM) simulator data do not behave in this way. Fig. 1 shows the first, fourth, sixth, and ninth principal component images for (ten-band) ATM data collected over the Silver Bell district in Arizona. Although the first few principal components behave much as expected, there is no definite trend to increasing noise with increasing component number. Indeed, the ninth principal component is quite an acceptable image with less noise than the fourth or sixth principal components. In an earlier statistically oriented treatment of this problem [SI, Switzer and Green showed how to define a new transformation that ordered images into components of increasing spatial autocorrelation. In the present paper we recast and expand the procedure more directly in terms of signal-to-noise ( S / N ) ratios, and show how it may be used to improve standard methods of noise removal and image enhancement.
First, we develop the maximum noise fraction (MNF) transform as a method for ordering components in terms of image quality. Two special cases are discussed. The first case shows the relationship between the MNF transform and principal component analysis, and the second treats the situation when noise is found in one band only.
Then we apply the MNF transform to noise removal and discuss how spatial information can be used to estimate the covariance structure of the signal and the noise. Examples are given of the application of the transform to images with both real and synthetic noise.
The techniques considered in this paper are based on a number of mathematical results, none of which are proved here. Proofs can be found in an unpublished report [6] , which will be provided on request to the authors.
THE MAXIMUM NOISE FRACTION (MNF)
TRANSFORM We have seen (Fig. 1) that the principal components transform does not always produce images that show steadily decreasing image quality with increasing component number. The question thus arises: Can we design a linear transformation that will always perform this function? One of the most common measures of image quality is the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, instead of choosing new components to maximize variance, as the principal components transform does, we now choose them to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. Our choice should then achieve the desired optimal ordering in terms of image quality.
This transformation can be defined in several ways. It can be shown that the same set of eigenvectors is obtained by procedures that maximize either the signal-to-noise ratio or the noise fraction. This latter measure was used in our previous work [5] and has been retained here for com- patibility. We stress that all the results described can be obtained from either measure. Let us consider a multivariate data set of p-bands with grey levels Zi(X), i = 1, -* . , p where x gives the coordinates of the sample. We shall assume that
where Z'(x) = {Z,(x), , Z,(x)}, and S ( x ) and N ( x ) are the uncorrelated signal and noise components of Z ( x ) . Thus cov { Z ( x ) } = E = Es + I;N such that the noise fraction for Y, ( x ) is maximum among all linear transformations orthogonal to 5 ( x ) , j = 1, Using arguments similar to those used in the derivation of principal components, it can be shown that the vectors a, are the left-hand eigenvectors of &E-', and that p , , the eigenvalue corresponding to a,, equals the noise fraction in Y, ( x ) . Hence, from the definition of the MNF 2 p p , and so the transform, we see that p, 2 p 2 2 MNF components will show steadily increasing image quality (unlike the usual ordering of principal components).
Throughout the rest of the paper, it will be assumed that the eigenvectors a, are normed so that I 1 .
. . .
a$a, = 1,
where Es and EN are the covariance matrices of S ( x ) and N ( r ) , respectively. Note that, although we are assuming additive noise, the techniques described in this paper in principle can also be applied to multiplicative noise by first taking logarithms of the observations. This norming is for mathematical convenience only, and has no effect on the noise removal procedures discussed later. It will also be convenient at certain points to express the MNF transform in the matrix form the ratio of the noise variance to the total variance for that band. The maximum noise fraction (MNF) transform chooses linear transformations
An
property Of the MNF transform (not shared by principal components) is that, because it depends on signal-to-noise ratios, it is invariant under scale changes to any band. Another useful property is that it orthogonalizes S ( x ) and N ( x ) , as well as Z(x). Y J x ) = a,rZ(x), i = 1, -* * , p To obtain the MNF transform, we need to know both Z and EN. In many practical situations, these covariance matrices are unknown and need to be estimated. Usually, Z is estimated using the sample covariance matrix of Z ( x ) ; this approach is adopted for the examples discussed in this paper.
A method that indirectly estimates ZN is discussed in Section V. For the moment we ignore this estimation problem and illustrate some of the properties of the MNF transform in two familiar cases.
A . Case I: Uncorrelated Noise with Equal Variance U $ in All Bands
Here the noise is spherically distributed about the data mean. Hence the directions with maximum noise fraction must be the directions of minimum overall variance. These directions are the same as those selected by a principal components analysis. This fact can be seen algebraically, because we have
Hence, by remarks above, the matrix to be diagonalized will be u~Z -' .
The eigenvectors of Z and Z-' are identical, and, as the principal components procedure diagonalizes Z, we see that the two procedures will produce the same set of eigenvectors. The eigenvalues of Z-' are the inverses of the eigenvalues of Z.
The equivalence of the two procedures in this special case probably explains the success of principal components analysis in ordering image quality for many remotely sensed data sets. Therefore, the noise in all bands of these data may have been approximately equal and uncorrelated across bands.
When the noise variances are known, but unequal, it is simple to rescale the data so that all bands have equal noise variance. Principal components analysis can then be used to obtain an optimal ordering of image quality.
In the even more special case where there is also perfect between-band signal correlation, the same variable is being measured p times (apart possibly from scale factors). In this situation the transformation produces new components where, in the MNF space, only the pth component has any signal.
B. Case 11: Noise in One Band Only
Not surprisingly, in this case the noise is best isolated by choosing a new component Yl(x) that is composed of the noisy band minus that linear combination of the noisefree bands that best estimates the signal component of the noisy band (in the sense of minimizing the variance of their difference). If a high correlation exists between the signal component of the noisy band and the noise-free bands, then a good estimate can be obtained and the resulting image will be mostly noise. Let Hence, all the noise is retained in the first MNF component and the remaining MNF components are all linear combinations of the noise-free bands. It can further be shown that, if Si ( x ) is the signal component of band i , then the values of p2, ---, p, minimizing are proportional to vI2, , ulP, respectively (as given in U : above). It should also be noted that, in this case, it is not necessary to know U; in order to define the MNF transform.
111. NOISE REMOVAL Once data have been transformed into components with decreasing noise fraction (increasing S / N ratio), it is logical to spatially filter the noisiest components and subsequently to transform back to the original coordinate system. As the transformed components filtered by this procedure contain a reduced signal component, the resulting signal degradation will be much less than if the same smoothing were performed on the untransformed data. This procedure should allow much more intense smoothing to be applied without serious signal degradation.
Noise reduction is achieved by using the high betweenband correlation that often exists in the signal components of remotely sensed data. A multivariate signal can be considered to lie between two extremes: perfect between-band correlation and zero between-band correlation. In the former case, we would expect to be able to achieve a maximal noise reduction (viz. var ( S ) /var ( N ) improved by a factor of p if the S / N ratio is constant). In the latter case no improvement can be made by the procedures discussed here. The amount of noise reduction achieved in each situation depends on the degree of between-band correlation, the relative powers of the noise in each input band, and the type of smoothing performed on the transformed components.
In general, although the low-order MNF components contain more noise, they still have a signal constituent. If these signals need to be retained, each MNF component must be filtered before retransformation to obtain a cleaned image. Under these conditions it is difficult to estimate the losses in both signal and noise, as they are dependent upon the nature of the filtering process. However, when the signal content of a MNF component is so low that it can be neglected, it is easy to estimate the signal and noise losses in such a process.
In the next section we investigate the consequences of a constraining process that sets the noisiest component to a constant value (namely the component mean) before transformation back to the original space. This constrain-ing process may be considered as an ultimate smoothing operation. The generalization to the case where more than one component is constrained is straightforward, but is not discussed here.
A. The Effect of Constraining the First MNF Component
The constraining process outlined above can be considered to be premultiplication by a matrix R whose components are unity in the last p -1 diagonal elements and In addition, the whole process of noise removal can be condensed into a single linear transformation Z * ( x ) =
R A T Z ( x ) .
For notational convenience we let bf denote the first row of A-'. The differences between the raw and filtered data are We can write interesting.
where Y , ( x ) is the MNF component corresponding to the largest eigenvalue p Hence, all p difference images are scalar multiples of Y l ( x ) . It is also interesting to consider the effects of this filtering process in the special cases noted in the previous section. In some instances, we shall use the traces of the covariance matrices of S ( x ) , N ( x ) , S * ( x ) , and N * ( x ) as simple measures of the total variation due to signal and noise in the original and filtered processes.
When all bands have noise, with equal variances U;, which is uncorrelated across bands (Case I), let p1 2 p 2 1 , * which has trace t. It can be shown that 2 p p denote the eigenvalues of
Then if we usef* = tG/(t: + t;) as a measure of the noise fraction in the filtered images and let f = p a i / t denote the analogous noise fraction in the original images, we can see that f*/f= t ( P -O / ( t -PJP.
As pp is often very small, the noise removal procedure will reduce the noise fraction by a factor of about p-I. When noise occurs in one band only (Case 11), we have seen that the first MNF component contains both noise and signal, while the other MNF components are noisefree. If, as previously, the noise is in the first band, it can be shown for the constraining and inversion process that bf = ( u p 2 , 0, 0, -* , 0 ) and using this one obtains
where Oi, i = 1, --, p , is the mean for band i. The results above show us that all the noise in band 1 has been removed, the pure signal in bands 2 to p has been retained, and band 1 has been replaced by a linear combination of the other bands. Indeed, it follows from earlier comments that, in this case, the above MNF-constrained estimator of the signal component of band 1 is the best linear combination of the signals in bands 2 t o p in a meansquared-error sense. In fact, if I; is estimated using the sample covariance matrix, this estimator can be shown to be equivalent to that obtained from ordinary least squares In all the discussion thus far, we have assumed that we know I; and CN. In general, this will not be so, and although the method for estimating C is apparent, the method for estimating I;, is not. In the special case where noise occurs in one band only (Case 11) this does not cause a problem and this case is treated in the next section. The subsequent section then treats one possible solution to the more complex case when the noise is in more than one band.
IV. EXAMPLES OF NOISE REMOVAL WHEN NOISE IS IN

2
ONE BAND ONLY
There are many examples of remotely sensed multispectral data where one band of a set will have considerably more noise than others that are highly correlated with it. If the spatial characteristics of the noise are such that it cannot be removed without degrading real picture detail, the procedures above can be used with great effect. The example of the Silver Bell data shown in Fig. 1 serves to illustrate this point.
The ten-band original data for this scene are composed of six relatively clean images and four that have varying types of noise.
The band 1 image is badly degraded by salt-and-pepper noise, the band 4 image has a strong periodic horizontal striping pattern, and the two shortwave infrared bands, 9 ( -1.6 pm) and 10( -2.2 pm), have approximately periodic striping at a low angle to the scan line direction (probably caused by microphonics). Because the noise characteristics vary from band to band, the principal components transform provides a nonoptimal ordering of image quality. Also, because the various types of noise have such different spatial characteristics, it is very difficult to devise a procedure to estimate the overall noise covariance matrix.
We can, however, treat the noisy bands one at a time and use their correlation structure with the six other good bands, which are assumed noise free, to clean them. Fig.  2 shows the original noisy band 1 image (Fig. 2(a) ) and the first MNF component (out of seven) when the analysis is applied to band 1 (Fig. 2(b) ). Virtually no signal remains in the MNF image and the constraining procedure outlined in the previous section is applicable.
It is now clear that if we are prepared to throw away the residuals shown in Fig. 2(b) , we are really saying that band 1 contains no information that could not be obtained from the other "noise-free'' bands. This is because our reconstituted cleaned band 1 will be formed merely from a linear combination of the "noise-free'' bands. Thus, unless we need to see a clean image with the reflectance characteristics of band 1, we may as well ignore it completely and proceed with our data analysis using only the 69 "noise-free" bands. There is much less correlation between the shortwave infrared ( -2.2 pm) band 10 ( Fig. 4(a) ), and the noisefree bands at shorter wavelengths. As a result, the first MNF component (Fig. 4(b) ) has significant signal content.
In keeping with the idea of spatially filtering the noisy MNF component before transforming back to the original coordinate system, the image in Fig. 4(b) was low-pass filtered using a symmetric Gaussian taper in the frequency domain. After application of the inverse of the MNF transformation, a cleaned band 10 image resulted. To illustrate the change made to the original band 10 image, the cleaned image was subtracted from the original. The result is shown in Fin. 5(b).
The original band-10 image was also low-pass filtered with the Same filter as was applied to the MNF image. The result was also subtracted from the original to pro- in both cases, considerably more signal was removed when it was used directly than in combination with the MNF transformation. Just how much signal has been lost unnecessarily is shown in Fig. 6 , which is the difference between the two images shown in Fig. 5 (a) and 5(b).
V. NOISE IN MORE THAN ONE BAND
When there is noise in more than one band and its covariance structure is not known, we must find some way of estimating it from the data. In general, this will involve computing the covariance matrix of new variables resulting from some type of spatial filtering of each input band. The selection of the appropriate filter must be determined by the spatial characteristics of the noise that it is designed to isolate, and on the spatial characteristics of the signal in which it is buried. No filter will extract noise completely. Hence, careful analysis will be required to establish the conditions under which the covariance matrix so generated approximates &.
Switzer and Green
[5] developed a procedure known as minimum/maximum autocorrelation factors (MAF), which in effect estimates the noise covariance matrix for certain kinds of noise. This procedure exploits the fact that, in most remotely sensed data, the signal at any point in the image is strongly correlated with the signal at neighboring pixels, while the noise shows only weak spa- from the original band IO data. The cleaning was performed by applying the same low-pass filter as used to produce Fig. S(a) to the first MNF component shown in Fig. 4(b) followed by retransformation to the original coordinate system. is a minimum, subject to being orthogonal to previously defined components Y k ( x ) where k < i. When the noise is weakly autocorrelated compared with the signal, the low-numbered factors are mostly noise and the high-numbered factors are mostly signal. Typically, A = ( 1 , 0) (a horizontal neighbor) or (0, 1) (a vertical neighbor) for saltand-pepper noise, while A = (0, 1) is usually appropriate for horizontal striping noise. This MAF transform can be formulated in terms of the covariance matrices of the data and of the between-neighbor differences. Specifically, the vectors a, are the lefthand eigenvectors of XA E -', where EA = Cov { Z( x ) -Z ( x + A ) } . At this point we note that EAE-' has the same form as ENE-', and that EA is to some extent a measure of the noise, as it contains little of the covariance structure of the strongly autocorrelated signal.
How well does EA measure the covariance structure of the noise (EN)? Switzer and Green [5] Hence, by considering the largest A , we can obtain an upper bound for cA, and by considering the smallest A , we can obtain a lower bound for bA. When bA -1 and cA -0, Ai/2 becomes an approximate estimator for the proportion of Var { yi (x) } that is due to noise. However, it also has an exact interpretation. It is easily shown that
(i.e., 1 -Ai/2 is the correlation between neighboring pixels in the i th MAF component ) . We have carried out some preliminary analyses into validity of the proportional covariance model, and i methods for estimating bA and cA. It would appear that model provides a reasonable approximation to reality many remotely sensed images. We hope to publish tailed results after further analyses.
VI. NOISE REMOVAL BY MAF
As the MAF procedure uses between-neighbor dif ences to estimate the noise covariances, it is particul: dure is applied to the Silver Bell data discussed above, it effectively extracts the noise in band 1 (which is of this type), but it does not isolate the low-angle striping in bands 9 and 10. This behavior is to be expected as there is no single lag A that will allow the estimation of a XN encompassing the three different types of noise present in the data. For this reason we applied the MNF transform to the noisy Silver Bell bands one at a time in Section IV. Having no simple examples where salt-and-pepper noise is strong in more than one band, we have created a synthetic example using a segment of a Landsat MSS image over Adelaide in South Australia. Fig. 7 shows the results of adding spatially uncorrelated Gaussian noise with no band-to-band correlations, zero means, and standard deviations of 20, 5, and 10 to bands 4, 5 , and 6, respectively. No noise was added to band 7. Principal components images of these data did not provide a good separation of the signal and noise. However, it can be seen that the first two MAF images (Fig. 8(a) and (b) ) show almost no image signal information. These two images were low-pass filtered with a symmetrical Gaussian taper in the frequency domain and the MAF transformation was inverted to produce the cleaned images shown in Fig. 9 . There is a dramatic improvement in the image quality over that shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 10 shows the difference images between the cleaned images of Fig. 9 and the original Landsat data before noise was added. These differences show that only a small amount of image detail has not been recovered by the cleaning procedure.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The MNF transform discussed in this paper has the ability to provide an optimal ordering of images in terms of image quality. It is identical with the standard principal components transformation when the noise variances in all bands are equal and is equivalent to a form of multiple linear regression when noise is in one band only.
As the low order MNF components have a greatly increased noise fraction, intense filtering procedures can be applied to them without serious degradation to the signal content of the data. Subsequent retransformation results in cleaned images with little signal loss.
When noise occurs in one band only, it is not necessary to estimate the noise covariance matrix. However, in more complicated cases this matrix must be estimated. The MAF procedure discussed here provides one method of der which its results estimate I ; , , , have been determined. doing so for salt-and-pepper noise, and the conditions un-
The high between-band correlation that often exists in remotely sensed multispectral scanner data means that these systems are in some sense making multiple measurements of the same quantity, The extent of this redundancy is, of course, reflected in the magnitudes of the eigenvalues Of the signa1 covariance matfices. In situations when these matrices have only a few significant eigenvalues the techniques discussed here will provide a powerful tool for noise reduction.
processing, and spatial point processes.
